
 Earlier that night Dr. Ray Hehant, simply Ray to his friends, had perfected his growth formula.  
Soon afterward, Ray and his wife Jill along with their friend Betty and Betty's boyfriend Joe had all 
grown to incredible heights and demolished the two-story living quarters and laboratory building.  
Then the four of them moved to an indoor pool on the compound, but Betty and Joe stepped outside of 
the pool building to the nearby courtyard to discuss if they were ready to celebrate this momentous 
occasion... with a four-person orgy.  The couple eagerly chose to partake and were at this moment 
going to rejoin Ray and Jill. 

Betty and Joe walked back to the indoor pool, with Joe ducking and passing through the double 
doors with relative ease while his girlfriend just barely managed to squeeze through the thankfully 
spacious doors by low-crawling.  

     In the middle of the pool, Jill was on her hands and knees while Ray stood behind her and slowly 
pushed the thick head of his cock against her pussy lips.  The slightest movements of their giant bodies 
splashed water over the sides of the pool.   

“I'm ready, put yourself inside me Tiger!” begged Jill.    

With that, Ray pushed his lengthy cock forward, its swollen head opening his wife's pussy lips 
and plunging deep inside her.  The two moaned with pleasure as Ray slide his huge dick deep in and 
out of her.

“It looks like Jill grew to Ray's size!” remarked Betty.  Both Jill and Ray were about 40 feet tall,
while Betty was 20 feet tall and Joe a “mere” 17 feet tall.  Betty began to stroke her left nipple, and 
slowly swelled larger.  Joe noticed his girlfriend becoming taller as she watched Ray and Jill fuck; he 
wondered if Betty was even aware that she was growing. 

“Oh fuck, that feels good!” shouted Jill as Ray spanked her while thrusting in and out.  

“Fuck, her tits grew faster than the rest of her, check them out! She's built like Chloe Vevrier 
now!” said Betty to Joe. 

Joe agreed, “They're huge, even compared to the rest of her!” 

“Hey, stop for a second Ray. Joe and Betty are back!” noted Jill. Ray pulled his massive cock 
out of his wife's pussy. 

Jill asked “Are we going to have an orgy now?  That could be a lot of fun!”

Ray also inquired, “Do you want to join us?”

“Yes, although I just want to watch the three of you, at least to start with.” replied Joe.

“Sure?”

“Yeah, I um...think it'd be hot to see you fuck Betty.”

“Well, I can't say no to that!”



“I think Betty needs to catch up with us if she wants to play.” noted Jill.  

“I wouldn't complain if I was bigger” responded Betty.

“I want to watch y'all at a normal size” and with that Joe shrank down quickly to his normal 
height of 5'11”.  

“Wow, you're so tiny Joey!” said Betty.  

“You mastered the power to change size at will Joe, that's impressive!” remarked Ray.  The 
sound of Ray's voice seemed booming to Joe's ears.  

“Why don't you join us in the pool Betty?” invited Jill.

Betty entered the pool, walked (though it seemed like wading at her size) through the water to 
the deep end and bent over, the 10-foot deep water just reaching her butt.  She gripped the end of the 
pool. Ray walked up behind her. He towered over her and she looked small in comparison.  Then Ray 
gently set his huge cock on top of her ass.  Betty was amazed at how heavy and big Ray's dick felt on 
her ass and her lower back.  Betty began to worry that she could never take such a big dick.

 Then Jill sat down and placed her legs on both sides of Betty.  Jill's wet pussy was right in front
of Betty's face.  Jill was twice as big as Betty, and accordingly Jill's pussy seemed quite large.

“Are you up to this?” asked Jill “Sex with my husband, sex with me?”  

Betty looked up at the towering Jill and smiled. Then Betty started to lick Jill's pussy, in the 
same manner that Betty enjoyed having her own pussy licked.  “Does this answer your question... 
mistress?”

“Mmm... yes, that's very nice.” replied Jill. 

Betty was thrilled, heartbeat racing as the tip of her tongue caressed the folds of Jill's wet pussy.
She never imagined that sex could be like this.  Betty's family was very religious, practically never 
letting a Sunday go by without attending their local Baptist Church.  Her parents frequently disparaged 
gays and worried incessantly about the impact of the legalization of gay marriage. 

Accordingly, Betty only ever imagined that sex would consist of relations with a man, 
presumably just a single man during her entire lifetime and always while in the missionary position.  
But now, Betty was a giantess, an impossibly tall woman making love to an even taller woman.  At the 
same time a giant rested his cock on her back, and Betty anxiously awaited the moment when that man 
would penetrate her.

Betty had broken the rules and discovered that instead of misery and ruin she found excitement 
and pleasure.  She didn't know if she was a lesbian or bisexual or just curious, but Betty also decided 
that it didn't matter.  She felt free. 

Then Joe came over and stood under her breasts to suck on her nipples.  Betty realized she was 
now having sex with two people at the same time.  Betty also noticed a slightly different taste on Jill's 
pussy and then Betty recognized that it must be Ray's pre-cum.  The sensation was incredible, 



Ray slapped Betty's ass, “Now grow!”

“Yes Master!” Betty eagerly replied.  

“I think she wants to be dominated.” noted Jill. 

Betty's whole body quickly surged larger in every direction.  “Oh, that's it!  I can feel your 
tongue getting larger!” moaned Jill.  Between moans of pleasure, Jill told Betty to focus on making her 
tits bigger.  “Ray loves big tits, make sure yours get even bigger!”

“Yes Mistress!” said Betty.  

And with that, Betty's proportional C-cup breasts began to grow faster than the rest of her.  Joe 
was pushed back by the swelling of her tits.  Betty savored the sensation of pushing Joe, a full-grown 
man, with just the power of her growing tits.  

Joe couldn't even fit Betty's erect nipple into his mouth, all he could do was lick and stroke it. 
Joe fondled her nipple, while his girlfriend licked Jill's pussy.  Joe was slowly running out of space 
between Betty's swelling boobs and the giant wet pussy of Jill.  And then Jill climaxed, squirting into 
Betty's mouth and onto Joe.  

   Finally, Betty reached the same size as Jill, so Ray pulled his cock off her ass and pushed the 
head of his cock into her moist cunt.  “How does she feel Tiger?” asked his wife.

“Her pussy is wonderful, super tight!”

“God, your husband's cock feels great!” Betty told Jill.

Betty looked for her comparatively diminutive boyfriend and noticed him stroking his cock 
while sitting on the edge of the pool, he was seemingly unperturbed by the cum from Jill's pussy which 
still covered him.

“You like this baby?  Watching such a strong man with a long, thick cock fucking me?” asked 
Betty while looking at Joe.  “Ray's cock is SO big, it fills me up much more than you ever did!” 
Sensing that Joe was about to cum, Betty stretched her giant hand out just in front of Joe.

“Cum on my finger baby, I want to taste it.”  Joe eagerly complied, orgasming and emptying his
balls onto his 40-foot tall girlfriend's finger.  Even with draining all of his sperm, he barely managed to 
cover her finger tip.  Betty swallowed all of his cum with ease, and then she felt her own climax rapidly
approaching. So, she gripped the side of the pool with a powerful grasp that bent and destroyed the 
ladders and shattered the porcelain tiles along the pool's edge.  She climaxed and yelled out with 
pleasure.  

Immediately after she climaxed, so did Ray.  Joe watched in amazement as Ray's huge cock 
swelled even larger just before it exploded and pumped warm cum into Betty's pussy.  Betty couldn't 
contain all of his sperm, and gallons of it flowed out of her pussy.  

Afterward, Ray and Joe sat on the edge of the pool while Jill and Betty kissed and cuddled.  



“That was outrageous!” said Ray “Are you sure about staying small while we're big?”

“I like watching, never actually watched other people before today though.” he replied.

“Okay.” 

“I'm exhausted and ready for bed.” said Jill.  They all agreed and shrank down following Joe's 
earlier example.  They slept in the guest quarters since the main house and laboratory had been 
destroyed during their initial growth.    

Ray had plenty of money for repairs, although before sleeping he worried about how to explain 
what happened.  Perhaps he should say that there was a gas leak and then an explosion?  The workers 
might not think about it too much.  However, Ray assumed that his chauffeur, cook and maid would be 
more curious.  Ray was not ready yet to publicly announce his discovery, and hoped that he could keep 
it a secret.

Meanwhile, in an otherwise empty rest area off the interstate over a hundred miles to the south, 
Ray's maid walked away from her small silver sedan into the surrounding woods.  Unbeknownst to 
Ray, who knew her as Sally Kaminsky, she was actually named Svetlana Moroz.

As a young woman, Svetlana had gone to school for nursing and served as a nurse for many 
years in her home country.  However, the economy was suffering and it was difficult to make ends 
meet.  Complicating her financial situation, she was also a single mother.  Her husband was a drunk 
who left before their son was born. 

An old boyfriend, Sasha Lebed, had moved years ago to New York City and arranged Svetlana's
immigration.  She eagerly took advantage of it, thinking that she could work as a nurse in the States 
and give her son more opportunities than possible in Russia.  

While Svetlana was a skilled nurse, her certifications were not recognized in the U.S.  
She knew this beforehand but had intended to complete the paperwork and tests after she arrived.  Alas,
she rapidly discovered that Sasha wanted her in New York for another reason.  He was a rising official 
in the Russian mafia and felt that she should use her exaggerated hourglass figure in his brothel.  
Svetlana owed him a lot of money and feared what Sasha would do to her or her son if she refused.

But then fate intervened and an unique opportunity became available.  Everyone knew of Ray's 
brilliance and many companies would have jumped at the change to steal one of his innovations.  
Accordingly, a large pharmaceutical company called Dexcorp Incorporated contacted the Russian 
mafia for some illicit assistance.  Sasha thought that Svetlana could use her curves to seduce the doctor 
and that she was smart enough to steal something worthwhile.  Accordingly, he arranged for Svetlana 
to pose as a maid and spy on Dr. Hehant. 

Svetlana did a poor job as a maid, but suspected that her sexy appearance was enough to 
assuage any concerns that the Doctor had.  Svetlana grew to like Dr. Hehant and did not enjoy lying to 
him.  However, she dreaded the possibility of  working as a prostitute in Sasha's brothel.    

While she did not understand everything, or even half, of what Dr. Hehant was working on, she 
knew enough to recognize what was valuable.  And thus, she absconded with one of the test tubes when
she discovered that he was successful in his latest endeavor.  



She planned to verify its transformative ability herself, and then give what was left of the serum
to Dexcorp to reverse-engineer.  Or perhaps she would find someone else to sell it to, with such a 
discovery she could make a fortune.  The thought of earning enough money to free herself of Sasha 
was very exciting.  After she walked far enough away from the prying eyes of any passersby, she drank
a portion of the test tube. 

  Her G-cup tits normally fit very snug inside any of the blouses she wore.  That was because it 
was difficult to find outfits that properly fit both her slim waist and her expansive bosom.  Yet never 
before had a blouse fit so tightly, and it was only getting tighter and more snug.

She yelled to herself “It works!”  

Her blouse tore apart and the rest of her outfit followed suit.  Svetlana tugged on her nipples and
rubbed her clit.  “It feels so amazing to grow!”  And taller she became, reaching an incredibly tall 
stature over 20 feet and still stretching up further toward the night sky.  

However, in the midst of the excitement, she dropped the test tube. The small glass cylinder, 
now only half full, fell to the ground unnoticed.  A cork stopper contained the remaining serum.  

I'm so huge she thought.  I tower over trees; I'm a modern-day Nancy Archer!  Now to shrink 
down, take the test tube to the company, and...  

“Чорт!”  Svetlana cursed as she realized that she lost the test tube.  “Где это?” (Where is it?) 
she yelled.  She stomped around, knocking trees to the side and toppling several of them.  Then she 
realized that by searching as a giantess she was far more likely to step on and destroy the test tube than 
find it. 

She managed to shrink down to her normal size after several attempts.  Yet, even at a regular 
size, several hours of searching passed to no avail.  The morning sun was rising and there was no sign 
of the test tube. Svetlana, naked after growing and destroying her clothes, was now freezing, tired and  
frustrated.  She knew that she would never make it back to the compound in time, and worried that the 
Doctor would discover her treachery.  She could not return.  However, she had no test tube to given to 
Dexcorp, and Sasha would be furious.

What could she do? 

She sat in her car, rummaging through a gym bag in the back seat for a dirty but warm workout 
outfit.  Then Svetlana planned a way out of her predicament and, after mustering up some courage, she 
gave Sasha a call.

Meanwhile, Jill, Joe, and Betty told Ray that they had been able to recover all of his laboratory 
equipment.  He had asked them to grab his sensitive stuff before workers arrived to rebuild the house.  
They had the unfortunate duty to report that one serial number was missing; one test tube of the world's
most miraculous formula was missing... 

 
And why hadn't the maid reported for work today?  


